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Introduction

A. The mandate of the Special Rapporteur

1. At its forty-fourth session, the Commission decided,
with regard to the scope of the topic, that

Attention should be focused at this stage on drafting articles in re-
spect of activities having a risk of causing transboundary harm and
[that] the Commission should not deal, at this stage, with other activ-
ities which in fact cause harm ... the articles should deal first with pre-
ventive measures in respect of activities creating a risk of causing
transboundary harm . . .'

Thus, the Commission

. . . requested that the Special Rapporteur, in his next report to the Com-
mission, should examine further the issues of prevention solely in
respect of activities posing a risk of causing transboundary harm and
propose a revised set of draft articles to that effect.2

2. These decisions mean that the discussion on the need
for rules of prevention is suspended for the time being;
there will be articles on that topic, but a decision on

Yearbook . . . 1992, vol. II (Part Two), para. 346. Ibid., para. 349.
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whether they should be binding or not will be taken at a
later stage. They also mean that discussions should be
confined to the draft texts on prevention, and should not
be extended to the topic of liability, which will be consid-
ered in due course.

3. The Commission's decisions also mean that, subject
to the outcome of the discussion, the draft articles should
be transmitted to the Drafting Committee as soon as pos-
sible so that their adoption may be expedited. Inasmuch
as there have already been three discussions concerning
specific articles on prevention, namely on the fifth report
of the Special Rapporteur,3 the sixth report,4 which incor-
porated numerous comments from the previous discus-
sion and, lastly, on the eighth report,5 the Commission
cannot expect to give the Drafting Committee even more
material with which to carry out its task.

B. Some comments on prevention

4. In his eighth report the Special Rapporteur examined
the nature of prevention in the context of activities involv-
ing risk, as follows:

It has already been seen that the preventive measures to be taken by
the State would be very different from those to be taken by individual
operators: the State would have to set forth a prudent and comprehen-
sive set of rules (including legislation and administrative regulations) in
respect of prevention, and would have to monitor compliance using the
legal means at its disposal. Individual operators would be obliged to
adopt whatever substantive measures the State required of them.6

5. The aim of such measures would be to attempt to en-
sure that activities under the jurisdiction or control of a
State are carried out in such a way as to minimize the
probability of an incident occurring which would have
transboundary effects, and to reduce the harm resulting
from each incident (in other words, not only to lessen the
risk of harm, but also the risk of even minor harm), and,
once an incident with transboundary effects has occurred,
to attempt, within the State's sphere of action, to reduce,
limit or control the harmful effects.

6. The words "to attempt" are emphasized in order to
show that the purpose of the obligation is not to prevent
the occurrence of any harm—which, by definition, is
problematic, since the activities involved are those which
create a risk—but to compel the adoption of particular
measures in order to achieve the results mentioned in
paragraph 5 above. Thus, the State will not, in principle,7

be liable for private activities in respect of which it carried
out its supervisory obligations, namely where it granted
prior authorization upon completion of the steps required
by the relevant articles; notified those presumed to be af-
fected; held the requisite consultations; promulgated leg-
islation which was reasonably designed to achieve the
desired results; and exercised proper administrative con-
trol (requested operators to submit reports, carried out
inspections, etc.).

7. Although this report examines the steps required for
prevention, as set out above, it should be pointed out that
the obligations of prevention constitute what are called
"due diligence" obligations, which are deemed to be un-
fulfilled only where no reasonable effort is made to fulfil
them. Therefore, they would not have the character,
which it might initially be tempting to ascribe to them, of
obligations of result in the sense of article 21 (Breach of
an international obligation requiring the achievement of a
specified result) and, more specifically, of article 23
(Breach of an international obligation to prevent a given
event) of part 1 of the draft articles on State responsibil-
ity.8 The Commission itself has warned against confusing
the two types of obligations in its commentary to arti-
cle 23:

Obligations requiring the prevention of given events are therefore not
the same as those that are commonly referred to by the blanket term
"obligations of due diligence". The commission of a breach of the latter
obligations often consists of an action or omission by the State and is
not necessarily affected by the fact that an external event does or does
not take place.9

8. It is chiefly in relation to the obligations of the State
and its potential liability that the observed inequality be-
tween developing and developed countries would come
into play. The point has repeatedly been made, in the
Commission and in the Sixth Committee, that developing
countries lack the requisite technological know-how or fi-
nancial resources to regulate the activities of transnational
corporations, and that it is these corporations which are
often responsible for activities involving risk. In support
of this view, it is proposed to include wording which, in
general terms, can help to address that. The best place for
it may perhaps be in the chapter containing the principles
which would guide the application of all the specific
rules. Some comments will be made later in this report
about the assistance which international organizations can
provide to developing countries (see paragraphs 30-31
below).

3 Yearbook. . . 1989, vol. II (Part One), p. 131, document A/CN.4/
423; for a summary of the discussions, ibid., vol. II (Part Two),
paras. 307-397.

4 Yearbook. . . 1990, vol. II (Part One), p. 83, document A/CN.4/
428 and Add.l; for a summary of the discussions, ibid., vol. II (Part
Two), paras. 469-530.

5 Yearbook. . . 1992, vol. II (Part One), p. 59, document A/CN.4/
443; for a summary of the discussions, ibid., vol. II (Part Two),
paras. 281-349.

6 Yearbook... 1992, vol. II (Part One) (see footnote 5 above),
para. 14.

7 "In principle" because the State might have residual liability in
some cases, for example, where the operator or his insurers cannot

produce the sum required to cover the harm caused (as provided for in
some conventions), or in other cases which might be imagined.
Whether the State can have such residual liability, and what it consists
of, will be dealt with when considering the chapter on liability. It is
mentioned here merely as a possibility; its existence and the manner in
which it will come about will depend on what the Commission
decides.

8 For the texts of articles 21 and 23 as adopted on first reading, see
Yearbook. . . 1980, vol. II (Part Two), p. 30.

9 Yearbook. . . 1978, vol. II (Part Two), p. 82, para. (4) of the com-
mentary, footnote 397.
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CHAPTER I

The draft articles

A. General considerations

9. In the eighth report of the Special Rapporteur, the ar-
ticles on prevention were numbered I to IX,10 which was
natural, since it had been proposed to place them in an an-
nex and they had therefore been removed from the general
numbering. As the possibility of setting up such an annex
was rejected by the Commission, those articles have to be
reincorporated into the regular numbering. Since the
Drafting Committee is considering draft articles 1 to 9,
and since article 10 (Non-discrimination) will surely also
be among those to be considered by that Committee, the
numbering of the articles on prevention should proceed
consecutively thereafter, beginning with number 11 (for-
mer art. I).

10. First, this report will set out the texts, no longer
drafted as recommendations for inclusion in the annex, as
proposed in the eighth report, but as legal propositions,
purged of references to activities having harmful effects,
the consideration of which has been postponed to a later
stage. Those texts, thus purged and redrafted, will serve as
a basis for the preparation of new articles taking into
account, to the extent possible, the comments made in the
discussions at the forty-fourth session of the Com-
mission11 and in the General Assembly at its forty-
seventh session.12

B. The texts

1. ARTICLE ENTITLED "PREVENTIVE MEASURES"

(a) Text

11. The following text, which is closely modelled on ar-
ticle I, has been taken as a basis for the formulation of this
article:

"Preventive measures

"The activities referred to in article 1 shall require
for their legal performance the prior authorization of
the State under whose jurisdiction or control they are
to be carried out. Before authorizing or undertaking
any such activity, the State shall arrange for an assess-
ment of any transboundary harm it might cause and
shall ensure, by adopting legislative, administrative
and enforcement measures, that the persons respon-
sible for conducting the activity use the best available

10 All subsequent references to draft articles with Roman numer-
als, unless otherwise stated, concern the articles on prevention pro-
posed in chapter II of the eighth report {Yearbook. . . 1992, vol. II
(Part One) (see footnote 5 above), pp. 67-70) for inclusion in an annex.

11 For detailed comments, see Yearbook. .. 1992, vol. I, 2268th-
2273rd meetings; for summary, ibid., vol. II (Part Two) (see foot-
note 5 above).

12 See "Topical summary of the discussion held in the Sixth Com-
mittee of the General Assembly during its forty-seventh session, pre-
pared by the Secretariat" (A/CN.4/446), sect. D, paras. 264-276.

technology to prevent or to minimize the risk of sig-
nificant transboundary harm."

(b) Basic principles

(i) The obligation to cooperate

12. The first step is to assess the transboundary impact.
As was stated in the eighth report, and earlier in the fifth
report, that obligation is closely linked to the obligations
to notify, to inform and to consult, and all three should be
borne in mind when they are commented upon individ-
ually:

. . . one of the basic principles . . . is the obligation to cooperate laid
down in article 7 . . . From the duty to cooperate flows, in the first
place, a duty for the State to ascertain whether an activity which appears
to have features that may involve risks or produce harmful effects actu-
ally causes such risks or effects. This means that the activity must be
subjected to sufficiently close scrutiny to allow for definite conclusions
to be reached.13

(ii) Prohibition against the harmful use of a territory

13. The other basic principle is the prohibition against
the use by a State of its territory in a manner contrary to
the rights of other States, which requires it to adopt all
necessary measures to avoid such use. The Special Rap-
porteur commented:

The duty to cooperate is one basic principle, therefore the other is ex-
pressed in the general rule emerging from the international case law fre-
quently cited in this connection, namely that the conscious use by a
State of its territory to cause harm to another State is impermissible un-
der international law. It may be recalled, first, that in the Trail Smelter
case the arbitral tribunal stated:

". . . no State has the right to use or permit the use of its territory in
such a manner as to cause injury by fumes in or to the territory of
another or the properties or persons therein . . . "

And in the Corfu Channel case (Merits), the ICJ referred to: ". . . every
State's obligation not to allow knowingly its territory to be used for acts
contrary to the rights of other States".14

(c) Comments made at the forty-fourth session
of the Commission

14. The text of article I combined the obligation to "as-
sess transboundary effects" contained in former article 11
(Assessment, notification and information)15 with the uni-
lateral measures provided for in former article 16 (Unilat-
eral preventive measures).16 A preference was expressed
in the discussion for separate texts for each obligation,
which is feasible. It was also suggested that the obligation
of a State to require individual operators to carry insur-
ance to cover any eventual compensation should be re-
tained in the chapter on prevention; that reference had

13 Yearbook. . . 1989, vol. II (Part One) (see footnote 3 above),
para. 76.

14 Ibid., para. 78.
15 For the text, see Yearbook. . . 1990, vol. II (Part Two), p. 96,

footnote 345.
16 Ibid., p. 97, footnote 347.
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been omitted and was to be included in the chapter on
liability, since insurance does not prevent accidents, but
simply covers the harm caused. There is likewise no ob-
jection to adopting this suggestion and including the topic
of insurance in the article, since it is a step which the State
will undoubtedly take prior to authorizing the activity, in
other words, concurrently with the assessment of trans-
boundary harm.

(d) Unilateral preventive measures

(i) Prior authorization

a. General comments

15. Various views were expressed concerning the obli-
gation of prior authorization. In general, the opinions
were favourable, although one member of the Commis-
sion doubted the need to make it a binding obligation. An-
other member considered such an obligation unnecessary,
believing, on the one hand, that there was no country in
the world which, to protect its own people, would not re-
quire prior authorization for hazardous activities and that,
on the other hand, countries would rebel against it as a
treaty requirement on the ground that it constituted inter-
ference in their internal affairs—a notion explicitly reject-
ed by another member. It is not felt that such a
requirement can be regarded as unlawful interference in
the internal affairs of another State, since it is established
to prevent the violation of the right of States to physical
and territorial integrity. In order to show that it is unnec-
essary to establish such an obligation, it has been argued
that it js the people or the environment of the State of
origin which are the first to be harmed by a hazardous ac-
tivity and that, in the end, it is that State which has a pri-
mary interest in requiring prior authorization. In the first
place, however, it should be noted that the affected State
is not going to view itself as having been compensated for
the harm which it has suffered by the fact that the State of
origin may also suffer as a result of activities carried out
in its territory; secondly, such damage to the territory of a
State does not exempt it from the prohibition against the
use of its territory in a manner contrary to the rights of
third States.17 Moreover, there may be cases in which an
activity causes harm totally or partially outside the terri-
tory of a State, so that the people or environment would
not be affected, or would be affected to a far lesser extent
than in a neighbouring State. One example of the first case
would be a facility located next to a border, where the
emissions would be carried to neighbouring territory by
steady winds, or on the bank of a river which would carry
the pollution directly to the neighbouring country without
affecting the part of the river adjacent to the State of
origin. The second case can be exemplified by a hazard-
ous waste dump located next to an international border;
the harmful effects could, in part, be transferred abroad.
These examples are in no way imaginary, but are drawn
from real life and international practice. Accordingly, the
fact that the State of origin is usually the first to be injured
cannot, in principle, be invoked to exempt it from its

obligation to consider the rights of potentially affected
States.

16. It has also been stated that in some cases it would
not be feasible to assess the transboundary impact of par-
ticular activities. It is possible, however, in a large
number of cases, to assess, without the need to approach
the affected State, whether an activity with particular fea-
tures that involve risk is liable to cause transboundary
harm. A simple assessment of the substances handled or
the technology used, or a general knowledge of the neigh-
bouring territory, is sufficient to determine, without the
need for a special visit, whether a particular activity could
harm especially vulnerable or protected areas. If that is
not possible, then the cooperation of the affected State
would obviously be required for on-site visits which
could enable definitive conclusions to be drawn regarding
the risk entailed by the activity. To that end, the participa-
tion of the affected State must be ensured through notifi-
cation, exchange of information and consultation. If the
State presumed to be affected refuses admission to its ter-
ritory or in any other way impedes the efforts of the en-
voys of the State of origin, there will clearly be no
grounds for complaint if harm results from such refusal.

b. Existing activities

17. In the case of an activity which has been conducted
for some time in the State of origin, without prior authori-
zation having been granted for some reason, and comes
to the attention of another State as an activity presumed to
be hazardous, the State concerned must request the op-
erator to apply to the competent bodies for the requisite
authorization, following the same procedures as for the
authorization referred to in article 1 18

c. Failure to suspend the activity

18. Should the territorial State order the suspension of
the activity pending the fulfilment of the procedural obli-
gations of notification, and especially, consultation with
the affected State or States? The majority view in the
Commission appears to oppose this. There may be some
abstract logic in suspending the activity until all the obli-
gations of prevention have been fulfilled in an ideal
way—in other words, with the participation of the affect-
ed party or parties—but it should be recalled that many
voices were raised in the Commission and in the General
Assembly against any possibility of the affected parties
being granted a virtual veto, as would be the case if inter-
national bodies decreed that the activity should be sus-
pended. In response to the view expressed, the best
solution might be to authorize the territorial State to initi-
ate or to continue the activity, while at the same time ex-
tending its guarantee to cover any transboundary harm
which might result therefrom, as stipulated in chapter IV
concerning liability.19

17 See, for example, the Trail Smelter case (United Nations,
Reports of International Arbitral Awards, vol. Ill (Sales No.
1949.V.2), pp. 1905 et seq.) and the Corfu Channel case {I.C.J.
Reports 1949, p. 4).

18 See paragraph 25 below.
19 Arts. 21-27. For texts, see Yearbook . . . 1990, vol. II (Part Two),

pp. 100-101, footnotes 353-354.
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d. The concept of prevention

19. Up to this point, the amendments considered are
those proposed during the discussion. In article 14,20 the
wording of former article I is changed slightly. The con-
cept of prevention is introduced in the sense of (a) mini-
mizing the risk of transboundary harm occurring, in other
words, reducing the frequency of accidents; (b) minimiz-
ing, if possible, the magnitude of the potential harm, for
example, by replacing a very powerful element used in
the activity, which is liable, ultimately, to have a major
impact, with another, less powerful one, even if that does
not change the statistical frequency of accidents;21 and (c)
containing or minimizing the harmful effects of an acci-
dent which has already occurred, for example, by taking
specific measures, where possible, in the territory where
it has occurred, to cushion the harmful effects it has un-
leashed before they reach the border, or other measures to
help contain such effects; this constitutes the famous
"prevention ex post facto" which is dealt with in most
agreements on civil liability.

(ii) Transboundary impact assessment

20. The requirement that a transboundary impact as-
sessment should be undertaken as a precondition for ob-
taining authorization from the State to conduct the
activity is provided for in the Convention on Environmen-
tal Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context, par-
ticularly article 2, paragraphs 2 and 3 thereof, and in
article 4, paragraph 2, of the Convention on the Trans-
boundary Effects of Industrial Accidents. The latter Con-
vention also stipulates that such assessment and
authorization are also required when a major change is
proposed in the activity concerned. In the same connec-
tion, Principle 12 of the UNEP Goals and Principles of
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) states that:

When information provided as part of an EIA indicates that the envi-
ronment within another State is likely to be significantly affected by a
proposed activity, the State in which the activity is being planned
should, to the extent possible:

(a) Notify the potentially affected State of the proposed activity;

(b) Transmit to the potentially affected State any relevant informa-
tion from the EIA, the transmission of which is not prohibited by na-
tional laws or regulations; and

(c) When it is agreed between the States concerned, enter into timely
consultations.22

Similarly, Principle 17 of the Rio Declaration on Environ-
ment and Development states that:

Environmenta l impact assessment , as a national instrument, shall be
under taken for proposed activities that are likely to have a significant

20 See paragraph 25 below.
21 The dual function represented by {a) and (b) would be in keep-

ing with the definition of risk proposed in the eighth report, namely
that it would encompass both d imens ions : the combined effect of the
probabil i ty of the occurrence of an accident and the severity of its
impact.

22 Goals and Principles of Environmental Impact Assessment
(Drawn up by the Working Group of Experts on Environmental Law)
( U N E P / G C . 1 4 / 1 7 , annex III), adopted by the U N E P Govern ing Coun-
cil (Official Records of the General Assembly, Forty-second Session,
Supplement No. 25 (A/42/25 and Cor r . l ) , as decision 14/25 of
17 June 1987.

adverse impact on the envi ronment and are subject to a decision of a
competent national authori ty. 2 3

(iii) Other unilateral measures

21. With regard to other unilateral measures, the Code
of Conduct on Accidental Pollution of Transboundary
Inland Waters24 requires States to

. . . take strict measures according to safety standards using the best
available technology to prevent, control and reduce accidental pollution
of transboundary inland waters (sect. II, art. 1)

including measures to (a) "minimize the risk of damage*"
and (b) "mitigate and contain the damage* from such pol-
lution" (sect. II, art. 1). Section III of the Code lays down
the

. . . legislative and administrative measures to be taken by parties for
the prevention, control and reduction of accidental pollution of trans-
boundary inland waters and for the mitigation and containment of
damage resulting therefrom (art. 1).

The measures are required to

. . . promote the development and sound application of the best availa-
ble technologies and their safe operation for efficient prevention, con-
trol and reduction of accidental pollution (art. 2).

22. The Convention on Environmental Impact Assess-
ment in a Transboundary Context states in article 2 (2)
that:

The Parties shall, either individually or jointly, take all appropriate
and effective measures to prevent, reduce and control significant
adverse transboundary environmental impact from proposed activities.

This provision is very important because it means that the
Convention requires the parties not only to assess the en-
vironmental impact, but also to prevent, reduce and con-
trol it. That is why this article is mentioned here in the
remarks on unilateral measures (although in this case they
are taken jointly with other States). This very general pro-
vision (para. 2) is followed by a more specific one:

Each Party shall take the necessary legal, administrative or other
measures to implement the provisions of this Convention, including,
with respect to proposed activities listed in Appendix I that are likely to
cause significant adverse transboundary impact, the establishment of an
environmental impact assessment procedure that permits public par-
ticipation and preparation of the environmental impact assessment doc-
umentation described in Appendix II.

23. Article 3 of the Convention on the Transboundary
Effects of Industrial Accidents states:

1. The Parties sha l l . . . take appropriate measures and coopera te
within the framework of this Convent ion , to protect human beings and
the environment against industrial accidents by prevent ing such acci-
dents as far as possible , by reducing their frequency and severity and by
mitigating their effects. To this end, prevent ive , preparedness and
response measures , including restoration measures , shall be applied.

3. . . . the Parties shall ensure that the operator is obliged to take all
measures necessary for the safe per formance of the hazardous activity
and for the prevention of industrial accidents .

4. To implement the provis ions of this Convent ion , the Parties shall
take appropriate legislative, regulatory, adminis t ra t ive and financial

23 Report of the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development, Rio de Janeiro, 3-14 June 1992 (A /CONF. 151/26/Rev. 1
(Vol. I and Vol. I /Corr . l , Vol. II, Vol. Il l and Vol. I I I /Corr . l ) ) (United
Nat ions publicat ion, Sales N o . E.93.I.8 and corr igenda) , vol. I: Resolu-
tions adopted by the Conference, resolution 1, annex I.

24 E C E , Code of Conduct on Accidental Pollution of Trans-
boundary Inland Waters (United Nat ions publ icat ion, Sales N o .
E.90.II .E.28).
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measures for the prevention of, preparedness for and response to indus-
trial accidents.

24. The relevant provisions of the three above-men-
tioned instruments have been cited in preference to those
of other instruments on liability for transboundary harm
because they place special emphasis on prevention and
contain the most modern thinking on the subject.

(e) Texts proposed to replace article I

25. The following articles are proposed to replace the
text of article I, taking into account the views expressed at
the Commission's forty-fourth session:

Article 11. Prior authorization

The activities referred to in article 1 shall require
the prior authorization of the State under whose juris-
diction or control they are carried out. Such authori-
zation shall also be required when a major change in
the activity is proposed.

Article 12. Transboundary impact assessment

In order to obtain the authorization referred to in
article 11, the territorial State shall order an assess-
ment to be undertaken of the possible transboundary
impact of the activity and of the type of risk that im-
pact will produce.

Article 13. Pre-existing activities

If a State ascertains that an activity involving risk is
being carried out without authorization under its ju-
risdiction or control, it must warn those responsible
for carrying out the activity that they must obtain the
necessary authorization by complying with the re-
quirements laid down in these articles. Pending such
compliance, the activity in question may continue on
the understanding that the State shall be liable for any
harm caused, in accordance with the corresponding
articles.

Article 14. Performance of activities

The State shall ensure, through legislative, adminis-
trative or other measures, that the operators of the ac-
tivities take all necessary measures, including the use
of the best available technology, to minimize the risk
of significant transboundary harm and reduce its
probable scale or, in the event of an accident, to con-
tain and minimize such harm. It shall also encourage
the use of compulsory insurance or other financial
guarantees enabling provision to be made for compen-
sation.

2. ARTICLE ENTITLED "NOTIFICATION AND INFORMATION"

(a) Text

26. The following text, which is closely modelled on
article II, has been taken as a basis for the formulation of
this article:

"Notification and information

"If the assessment referred to in the preceding article
indicates the possibility of significant transboundary
harm, the State of origin shall notify the States pre-
sumed to be affected regarding this situation and shall
transmit to them the available technical information in
support of its assessment. If the transboundary effect
may extend to more than one State, or if the State of
origin is unable to determine precisely which States
will be affected, the State of origin shall seek the assis-
tance of an international organization with competence
in that area in identifying the affected States."

(b) General comments

27. There are many instruments requiring notification
to be given in cases such as those provided for in the
above draft article. Article 3 of the Convention on Envi-
ronmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Con-
text includes that requirement, as does the Convention on
the Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents, which
provides, implicitly in article 3 and explicitly in article 10,
for the need to inform those concerned. Principle 19 of the
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development
includes the same requirement:

States shall provide prior and timely notification and relevant infor-
mation to potentially affected States on activities that may have a sig-
nificant adverse transboundary environmental effect and shall consult
with those States at an early stage and in good faith.25

(c) Participation of the affected State

28. As was explained in the fifth report of the Special
Rapporteur and reiterated in the eighth, the obligations re-
garding transboundary impact assessment, notification,
information and consultation are closely linked and are all
geared to an objective which is very important for the pur-
poses of prevention, namely that of encouraging the par-
ticipation of the State presumed to be affected so that it
can help to ensure that the activity is carried out more
safely in the State of origin and at the same time be in a
position to take precautions in its own territory to prevent
or reduce the transboundary impact. Cooperation is an es-
sential part of these obligations and is one of the princi-
ples reflected in article 7 of the draft:

. . . notification flows from the general obligation to cooperate because
in some cases there is a need for joint action by both the State of origin
and the affected State if prevention is to be effective. Perhaps some
measures taken from the territory of the affected State can provide pro-
tection and prevent effects arising in the State of origin from being
transmitted to its own territory. Or perhaps the cooperation of the other
State is helpful for the exchange of information that may take place
between the parties, especially if the other State possesses technology
that is relevant to the problem at hand. Perhaps it is because a joint
investigation is usually more productive than individual efforts. What
this means then is that the participation of the affected State is neces-

25 See footnote 23 above.
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sary if prevention is to be genuine and effective and, consequently, it
may be argued that the obligations of the State of origin, according to
which it must accept such participation, have the same purpose.26

(d) Promotion of special regimes

29. Notification serves another purpose connected with
one of the objectives of the draft articles, namely the pro-
motion of special regimes governing specific activities.
When a State authorizes the conduct of an activity involv-
ing risk, the ideal solution would be for an agreement to
be reached between that State and the potentially affected
States on a special regime which takes into account the
specific characteristics of the activity and establishes spe-
cific preventive measures, including possible provision
for compensation.

The first step towards a regime has been taken, therefore, with
notification . . . The participation of the affected State in this process is
also desirable from the standpoint of the State of origin, which presum-
ably has an interest in finding a legal regime to govern an activity
involving risk . . . for which it is responsible . . .

The purpose of the regime towards which we are moving with the ob-
ligation of notification would be not only to prevent accidents but also
to strike a balance between the interests of the parties by introducing or-
der into a whole array of factors. For example, a decision could be taken
on preventive measures which weighed their cost against the cost of ac-
cidents and the benefits of the activity, the magnitude of the risks in-
volved in the activity, the economic and social importance of the
activity, possible sharing by each of the States of the cost of the opera-
tions (where there is agreement that certain expenses are to be shared),
the objections that might be raised to these obligations, etc.27

(e) Participation of international organizations

30. Various comments were made in connection with
this article, both in favour and against intervention by
international organizations and in relation to the form
such intervention should take. Opinions ranged from total
scepticism about its value, to support for much greater in-
volvement, notably with reference to the situation of de-
veloping countries. There are undoubtedly organizations
capable of providing the assistance which developing
countries might request of them under this article, since
they are already doing so at present in many similar fields
and have ample capacity to meet such requests. Upon fur-
ther reflection, however, the question to be considered ap-
pears to be a different one, namely to what extent can the
articles oblige such organizations to make such assistance
available? It is not the willingness to provide assistance
that is in question but what the effect would be if an in-
strument to which a certain number of States are parties
were to establish an obligation requiring international or-
ganizations not parties to the instrument to provide aid.
An instrument of this kind could be binding only on its
parties and the most that could be done would be to
stipulate that if one State requests the intervention of an
international organization the other State may not oppose
that request, provided the organization accepts the role
assigned to it.

31. In this connection, it was suggested that the prec-
edent offered by articles 202 and 203 of the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea should be used.
Article 202 concerns scientific and technical assistance to
developing States and reads:

States shall, directly or through competent international organiza-
tions*:

(a) Promote programmes of scientific, educational, technical and
other assistance . . .

This is clearly an obligation for States parties, with which
they can comply by acting directly or through internation-
al organizations. It is taken for granted that the organiza-
tion concerned will agree to comply with the request from
the State in question. There may be various reasons for
that assumption, including the fact that the organization's
statute may require it to comply with requests from a State
which promotes its activities. Article 203, however, re-
quires international organizations to give preferential
treatment to developing States in (a) the allocation of ap-
propriate funds and technical assistance and (b) the utili-
zation of their specialized services. This is understood to
be an obligation for international organizations which are
parties to the Convention pursuant to article 305, para-
graph (/), and within the limits set by the provisions of an-
nex IX. This is not the case of the present draft articles,
which make no provision for international organizations
to become parties. Any suggestions on this question will
be welcome. Though proposals on the role of internation-
al organizations in this field were introduced on a trial ba-
sis, it is now difficult to see how such organizations could
be subject to legal obligations under an instrument to
which they are not parties. The wording of former
article II would reflect the concerns expressed above,
since it indicates to States of origin that they may try to
avail themselves of the assistance of a competent interna-
tional organization in identifying the States presumed to
be affected. The wording suggested is inspired by the
UNEP Global Environment Monitoring System, the ob-
jectives of which are (a) to make comprehensive assess-
ments of major environmental issues and thus provide the
scientific data needed for the rational management of
natural resources and the environment; and (b) to provide
early warning of environmental changes by analysing the
monitoring data. Other international organizations and
programmes have studied and gathered data on questions
such as the environment, the protection of human health
from transboundary impact, and so on, which could un-
doubtedly help the developing countries to acquire a bet-
ter understanding of these issues. The organizations
concerned include ECE, through its own committees and
in conjunction with FAO, WHO, UNDP or UNEP,
WMO, IAEA and OECD.

(f) Other comments

32. One worthwhile comment was made stressing the
need to introduce some idea of urgency as regards the
time period within which the State of origin should pro-
vide notification. This idea appeared in the version of
draft article 11 contained in the sixth report, which stipu-
lated that States should provide notification "as soon as
possible",28 and it could be reintroduced in the new
article 15 which has been proposed by the Special Rap-
porteur.

33. There were some who felt that in cases such as the
launching of a satellite, it might be impossible to notify all

2 6 Yearbook. . . 1989, vol. II (Part One) (see footnote 3 above)
para. 77.

2 7 Ibid., paras. 100-101.

2 8 See footnote 15 above.
2 9 See paragraph 38 below.
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those concerned or conduct a transboundary impact as-
sessment. Needless to say, notification of all concerned
and the assessment should be carried out as quickly as
possible. In some cases, that could simply be done
urbi et orbi or through an international organization with
global influence willing to lend assistance for that pur-
pose. If it is impossible at the outset to identify all those
presumed to be affected, the State of origin should notify
all those which it believes will be affected. If it subse-
quently appears that another State may also be affected by
the transboundary impact, the State of origin should noti-
fy it and provide it with the relevant information. If it
failed to do so, the State presumed to be affected would be
entitled to request consultations under article 18 below,30

together with the necessary precautions.

34. The question of the assessment is less problematic
because it does not require the certainty that significant
transboundary harm will occur, but only the certainty that
a significant risk of such harm exists. The activities con-
cerned will therefore have to be defined as accurately as
possible, since both the General Assembly and the Com-
mission have rejected the idea of lists of dangerous activ-
ities or of dangerous substances that would render
hazardous any activity employing them. It had been sug-
gested that lists of dangerous substances should be includ-
ed in an annex simply as a guide, to illustrate what the
general definition embraced and to make it easier to de-
fine new activities more accurately.31 In any case, notifi-
cation and possible consultations, together with an
advisory system of the kind considered below, could help
those concerned to reach an appropriate settlement.

(g) Information

35. Under the Code of Conduct on Accidental Pollution
of Transboundary Inland Waters, in addition to a general
obligation to exchange information on measures adopted,
it is recommended in section VI, article 4, that

Riparian countries should exchange information regarding the authori-
zation of planned activities involving a significant risk of accidental
pollution of transboundary inland waters32

and the Convention on the Transboundary Effects of In-
dustrial Accidents lists in annex XI, pursuant to article 15,
the elements of information that should be exchanged
among the parties concerned, such as legislative and ad-
ministrative measures, programmes for monitoring, plan-
ning, and research; experience with industrial accidents;
and the development and application of the best available
technologies for improved environmental protection and
safety. Article 3, paragraph 2, contains the same obli-
gation.

36. Thus, in addition to the information that the State of
origin is required to provide while it is processing the
request for authorization of an activity that is presumed to
involve risk, the parties must have a general obligation
periodically to exchange information concerning the
implementation of that activity.

(h) Public participation

37. Furthermore, there is a principle which is found in
a considerable number of instruments on the
transbounda ry effects of activities carried out in a par-
ticular country. It relates to the participation of individ-
uals and private entities presumed to be affected by the
accident. This principle is applied in the first place to the
population of the country of origin and stipulates that suf-
ficient information shall be provided relating to the pos-
sible harmful effects of any activity involving risk in
order to allow for public participation in the administra-
tive decision-making that affects that population in a sig-
nificant manner. In other instruments, the right is
extended to individuals and entities of the affected
States.33 In the present case, under the principle of
non-discrimination, States that offer these possibilities to
their own population should naturally extend them to the
inhabitants of affected countries on the same conditions.
Since the purpose is to draft universally applicable norms
and since there are very considerable differences in levels
of development and degrees of political and social aware-
ness among countries, it is opined, in view of the scope of
the issue, that a State's obligation vis-a-vis its own in-
habitants should be incorporated in the text along the lines
indicated above, with the proviso "whenever possible and
as appropriate", and that this obligation should be ex-
tended to the inhabitants of the affected countries who are
similarly situated.

(i) Texts proposed to replace article II

38. The following articles are proposed to replace
article II:

Article 15. Notification and information

If the assessment referred to in the preceding article
indicates the possibility of significant transboundary
harm:

(a) The State of origin shall notify the States pre-
sumed to be affected regarding this situation and shall
transmit to them the available technical information
in support of its assessment;

(b) Such notification shall be effected either by the
State of origin itself or through an international or-
ganization with competence in that area if the trans-
boundary effects of an activity may extend to more
than one State which the State of origin might have
difficulty identifying;

(c) Should it later come to the knowledge of the
State of origin that there are other States presumed to
be affected, it shall notify them without delay;

(d) States shall, whenever possible and as appropri-
ate, give the public liable to be affected information re-
lating to the risk and harm that might result from an
activity subject to authorization and shall enable such
public to participate in the decision-making processes
relating to those activities.

30 See paragraph 53 below.
31 Yearbook. . . 1991, vol. II (Part One), p. 80, document A/CN.4/

437, para. 29.
32 See footnote 24 above.

33 See article 9 and annex VIII of the Convention on the Trans-
boundary Effects of Industrial Accidents as well as Principle 10 of the
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (footnote 23
above).
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Article 16. Exchange of information

While the activity is being carried out, the parties
concerned shall periodically exchange any informa-
tion on it that is useful for the effective prevention of
transboundary harm.

3. ARTICLE ENTITLED "NATIONAL SECURITY AND

INDUSTRIAL SECRETS"

(a) Text

39. The following text, which is closely modelled on ar-
ticle III, has been taken by the Special Rapporteur as a
basis for the formulation of this article:

"National security and industrial secrets

"Data and information vital to the national security
of the State of origin or to the protection of industrial
secrets may be withheld, but the State of origin shall
cooperate in good faith with the other States concerned
in providing any information that it is able to provide,
depending on circumstances."

(b) Comments

40. This article did not elicit many comments. It was
generally noted that it would be acceptable, subject pos-
sibly to some redrafting. The text is based on article 20 of
the draft articles on the law of the non-navigational uses
of international watercourses34 and modifies the former
article 11.35 On a number of occasions attention has been
drawn to the fact that because of differences between the
draft articles on international liability and those on the law
of the non-navigational uses of international water-
courses, the latter provisions cannot always be transposed
by analogy. However, the Commission's commentary to
what was previously article 20 of the draft articles on the
law of the non-navigational uses of international water-
courses contains views that seem to be perfectly appli-
cable to the more general context of the present articles
since, while recognizing the interest of a State in not re-
leasing information vital to its national defence or secu-
rity, it nevertheless holds the view that the affected
[watercourse] State should not be left entirely without in-
formation concerning the possible effects of the measures
in question:
The article is thus intended to achieve a balance between the legitimate
needs of the States concerned: the need for the confidentiality of sensi-
tive information, on the one hand, and the need for information pertain-
ing to possible adverse effects of planned measures, on the other.36

41. In a much broader context, the present draft article
draws upon the Principles of Conduct in the Field of the
Environment for the Guidance of States in the Conserva-
tion and Harmonious Utilization of Natural Resources
Shared by Two or More States drafted by the UNEP Inter-
governmental Working Group of Experts on Natural Re-
sources Shared by Two or More States, principle 6,
paragraph 2, of which states that:

In cases where the transmission of certain information is prevented
by national legislation or international conventions, the State or States
withholding such information shall nevertheless, on the basis, in partic-
ular, of the principle of good faith and in the spirit of good-neighbour-
liness, cooperate with the other interested State or States with the aim
of finding a satisfactory solution.37

Likewise, article 22, paragraph 1, of the Convention on
the Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents stipu-
lates that:

The provisions of this Convention shall not affect the rights or the
obligations of Parties in accordance with their national laws, regula-
tions, administrative provisions or accepted legal practices and appli-
cable international regulations to protect information related to
personal data, industrial and commercial secrecy, including intellectual
property, or national security.

(c) Text proposed to replace article HI

42. The following text is proposed to replace article III:

Article 17. National security and industrial secrets

Data and information vital to the national security
of the State of origin or to the protection of industrial
secrets may be withheld, but the State of origin shall
cooperate in good faith with the other States con-
cerned in providing any information that it is able to
provide, depending on the circumstances.

4. ARTICLE ENTITLED "CONSULTATIONS ON A REGIME"

(a) Text

43. The following text, which is closely modelled on
article VI, has been taken as a basis for the formulation of
this article:

"Consultations on a regime

"The States concerned shall enter into consultations,
if necessary, in order to determine the risk and amount
of potential transboundary harm, aiming at arriving at
an arrangement with regard to such adjustments and
modifications of the planned activity, preventive meas-
ures and contingency plans as will give the affected
States satisfaction, on the understanding that liability
for the harm caused will be subject to the provisions of
the corresponding articles of this instrument."

(b) Comments

44. It will be recalled that articles IV and V dealt with
activities with harmful effects, which will be considered
later. That is why the discussion passes directly to
article VI, which deals with consultations concerning ac-
tivities involving risk. This is the place to examine thor-
oughly the nature of the consultations on such activities
and to make a number of comments that are equally appli-

3 4 Adopted on first reading as article 3 1 . For the text, see
Yearbook . . . 1991, vol. II (Part Two), p . 69.

3 5 See footnote 15 above.
3 6 See Yearbook . . . 1988, vol. II (Part Two), p. 54.

3 7 The final text of these principles appears in UNEP, Environmen-
tal Law, Guidelines and Principles (No. 2), Shared Natural Resources
(Nairobi, 1978). The General Assembly, in resolution 34/186, para. 3,

"Requests all States to use the principles as guidelines and recom-
mendations in the formulation of bilateral or multilateral conven-
tions regarding natural resources shared by two or more States, on
the basis of the principle of good faith and in the spirit of good-
neighbourliness".
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cable to assessment, notification and information; it is
better to try to cover these points before closing the chap-
ter in which these four very closely linked functions oc-
cur. It is useful to recall what the Special Rapporteur said
in the fifth report:

It is clear that the kind of procedure under consideration here in-
volves three functions that are closely linked, no one of which can be
divorced from the other two. They are assessment, notification and in-
formation concerning an activity referred to in article 1. In some cases,
one of the functions is implicitly assumed. How, for example, can a
State be notified of certain risks or the harmful effects of an activity un-
less the State of origin has first made an assessment of the activity's po-
tential effect in other jurisdictions? How can information on the activity
be provided without at the same time notifying or without having pre-
viously notified the affected State about what is involved? How can one
notify someone of certain dangers without providing any information
which one may have about them?

Furthermore, consultation with affected States is also linked to these
three functions. What is the use of assessment, notification and infor-
mation if the opinion of the affected State is not to be consulted? As al-
ready noted, there are limits to the freedom which a State of origin has
with respect to activities referred to in article 1, and the limit is to be
found at the point where appreciable harm occurs to the rights emanat-
ing from the sovereignty of other States, specifically affected States. To
the extent that those rights are, or may be, infringed, affected States
have some say in respect of activities such as those referred to in
article 1. Moreover, what consultations would be possible unless the
preceding steps were taken first?18

45. Consultations are therefore needed to complete the
process of participation by the affected State, but it is
clear that the aim of any consultation is limited in princi-
ple by the legal nature of activities involving risk. If such
activities are lawful when the State of origin fulfils certain
conditions, despite the possible transboundary harm they
may cause, the scope of the consultations may be limited:
initiation of an activity will be subject neither to agree-
ments reached during consultations nor to the completion
of procedural requirements for prevention; nor in princi-
ple can cessation be requested insofar as it is really an ac-
tivity involving risk and not an activity with harmful
effects disguised as such.

46. The Commission's earlier discussions as to the law-
fulness or unlawfulness of an activity that may cause
transboundary harm gave rise to what is probably simply
a misunderstanding. One line of reasoning, if understood
correctly, ran as follows: if transboundary harm is prohib-
ited—a view possibly supported by principle 21 of the
Stockholm Declaration39 or by the precedents set in the
Trail Smelter*®, Corfu Channel^ and other cases—the
question of liability for acts not prohibited by internation-
al law would not arise, because all acts leading to trans-
boundary harm would be unlawful, which is the same as
saying that they would be prohibited. One of the first nor-
mal consequences of such acts, if they take the form of a
continuing activity, would be the requirement that they
cease.

47. On the other hand, it will be recalled that in para-
graph 18 of the eighth report the following comment was
made by the Special Rapporteur on the subject:

38 Yearbook. . . 1989, vol. II (Part One) (see footnote 3 above),
paras. 73-74.

39 Report of the United Nations Conference on the Human Envi-
ronment, Stockholm, 5-6 June 1972 (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.73.II.A.14 and corrigendum), part one, chap. I.

40 See footnote 17 above.
41 Ibid.

As to the need to consult at the start of the activity, it is worth ana-
lysing how activities involving risk differ from activities with harmful
effects. The former create a risk of transboundary harm, whereas the
latter cause harm directly* because they are activities which by defini-
tion cause harm in the course of their normal operation. There is already
a considerable body of international theory and practice to support the
view that transboundary harm caused by these activities, when signifi-
cant, is, in principle, prohibited under general international law*.42

48. It seems clear that by "these activities" are meant
activities with harmful effects rather than activities in-
volving risk. This emerges not only from the passage cit-
ed, but from the eighth report,4 a careful reading of
which is recommended to those members who expressed
the reservation discussed in paragraph 46 above. In re-
viewing the analysis carried out by the Group of Experts
on Law and the Environment of the World Commission
on Environment and Development (Brundtland Commis-
sion), it was pointed out that article 10 of the text they
adopted44 prohibits in principle any transboundary envi-
ronmental interference . . . which causes substantial*
harm ("harm which is not minor or insignificant").45 But
also that:

With respect to activities involving risk, article 11 . . . sets forth the
first exception*, based on the balance-of-interests concept.

" 1 . If one or more activities create a significant risk of substantial
harm as a result of a transboundary environmental interference, and
if the overall technical and socio-economic cost or loss of benefits
involved in preventing or reducing such risk far exceeds in the long
run the advantage which such prevention or reduction would
entail*, the State which carried out or permitted the activities shall
ensure that compensation is provided should substantial harm
occur . . . in an area beyond the limits of national jurisdiction."46

49. It was further stated in the eighth report that:

. . . if the opposing interests present themselves in the proportions
indicated [that is, the balance of interests tilts in favour of the activity]
a principle of law exists here that authorizes the activity in question to
be undertaken or to continue . . ,47

The position expressed in the discussions does not there-
fore reflect the view expressed in the eighth report of the
Special Rapporteur, which, as can be seen, was very
explicit on the point.

50. Despite reservations about some aspects of the
thinking of the Group of Experts of the Brundtland Com-
mission on this question, the overall thrust of their reason-
ing, namely that activities involving risk are, under
certain conditions, lawful, is not a creation ex nihilo but
has a basis in international practice. Again, as stated by
the Special Rapporteur in the eighth report:

Dangerous activities have been conducted that have caused, or threat-
ened to cause, harm to third States. After a while , States have sought le-
gal regimes for such activities to establish the principle of balance of
interests, generally by transferring liability to the individual operators.
Examples include nuclear activity, on which there are several conven-
tions, the marit ime carriage of oil, aviation, and accidental and non-
accidental transboundary pollution of inland waters .4 8

4 2 Yearbook . . . 1992, vol. II (Part One) (see footnote 5 above).
43 Ibid., para. 19.

See Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development:
Legal Principles and Recommendations (London/Dordrecht /Boston,
Graham and Trotman/Mart inus Nijhoff, 1987), p. 75.

4 5 Yearbook. . . 1992, vol. II (Part One) (see footnote 5 above) ,
para. 19.

4 6 Ibid., para. 20.
4 7 Ibid., para. 2 1 .
4 8 Ibid., para. 22.
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It went on to give some instances, where, to the contrary,
because of the intolerable risk or harm they created cer-
tain activities were ultimately prohibited, as in the case of
nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere, in outer space
and under water; military or any other hostile use of envi-
ronmental modification techniques; emplacement of nu-
clear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction on
the seabed and the ocean floor and in the subsoil thereof,
and so on.49 Of interest here are the examples of interna-
tional practice cited in the eighth report,5 because in the
light of such practice it is clear that an activity involving
risk is lawful in principle, on condition that the State of
origin ensures at least the payment of compensation. Its
liability, as the Group of Experts of the Brundtland Com-
mission indicated, can be transferred as a civil liability to
those in charge of the activity, normally the operators.

51. Accordingly, consultations should be entered into
at the request of the State or States presumed to be affect-
ed or possibly at the request of the State of origin itself,
but not automatically. The purpose, then, will be to pro-
vide answers to any questions the State had in mente
when it requested the consultations, probably in the nature
of clarification of points that are unclear, further explana-
tion about prevention, information about conditions in the
territory or environment of the affected State, and the like.
The affected State might propose a more complete regime
governing either prevention, containment of harm (con-
tingency plans, for example, or other forms of coopera-
tion) or liability, or perhaps some measures that in its
view would better balance the interests at stake, taking
into account, inter alia, the criteria laid down in arti-
cle IX. A mutually acceptable treaty regime could con-
ceivably be worked out governing everything relating to
the activity in question.

52. In response to an opinion put forward in the debate
of the forty-fourth session, the Special Rapporteur makes
it clear that the sovereignty of the State of origin is not af-
fected by the obligation to consult, since it is duty-bound
to do so when it authorizes or undertakes an activity that
may cause transboundary harm. Clearly, too, the authori-
zation of the affected State is not required prior to start-up
of the activity in question. Hence there is no possibility of
a veto by the affected State or States. The same speaker
also emphasized that technical means must be used to as-
sess the activity's potential for causing transboundary
harm. It is indeed difficult to see how else that potential
could be assessed.51

(c) Text proposed to replace article VI

53. The following article is proposed to replace
article VI:

4 9 Ibid.
50 Ibid., p. 66, footnote 31.
51 It should be recalled, however, that principle 15 of the Rio Dec-

laration on Environment and Development (see footnote 23 above)
establishes the so-called precautionary principle:

"In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach
shall be widely applied by States according to their capabilities.
Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of
full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing
cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation."

Article 18. Prior consultation

The States concerned shall enter into consultations,
at the request of any of them and without delay, with
a view to finding mutually acceptable solutions re-
garding the preventive measures proposed by the
State of origin, cooperation among the States con-
cerned in order to prevent harm, and any other issue
of concern in connection with the activity in question,
on the understanding that in all cases liability for any
transboundary harm it might cause will be subject
to the provisions of the corresponding articles of this
instrument.

5. ARTICLE ENTITLED "INITIATIVE BY THE
AFFECTED STATES"

(a) Text

54. The following text, closely modelled on article VII,
has been taken as a basis for the formulation of this
article:

"Initiative by the affected States

"If a State has reason to believe that an activity under
the jurisdiction or control of another State is causing it
significant harm or creating a significant risk of caus-
ing it such harm, it may ask that State to comply with
the provisions of article 15. The request shall be ac-
companied by a technical explanation setting forth the
reasons for such belief. If the activity is found to be one
of those referred to in article 1, the State of origin shall
pay compensation for the cost of the study."

(b) Comments

55. In this case the State presumed to be affected has,
for some reason, not been notified as provided for in
article 15 above. This may have happened because (a) the
State of origin did not perceive the hazardous nature of
the activity although the other State was aware of it; (b)
some effects made themselves felt beyond the frontier; (c)
the affected State had a greater technological capability
than the State of origin, allowing it to infer consequences
of which the latter was not aware; or (d) for some other
reason. In such cases, it is natural that the State presumed
to be affected should give the technical grounds for its be-
lief that a specific activity conducted in the State of origin
is causing or may cause it significant harm.

56. Some members of the Commission objected to the
last sentence of article VII concerning the passing on of
the cost of assessing the transboundary harm if the activ-
ity is found to be one of those referred to in article 1.
There is, however, a reason for including it. The study
providing a proper technical assessment of the hazardous-
ness of the activity in question is, in fact, not free of
charge. While the State of origin may not have been at
fault in thinking that a given activity did not involve a sig-
nificant level of risk, once the study shows that the activ-
ity was actually a dangerous activity, it is obvious that the
affected State has done some work and incurred costs for
which the State of origin would normally have been re-
sponsible, and there is no apparent reason why those costs
should be borne by the affected State. It would be possible
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to accept this if the State of origin was a developing coun-
try and the affected State a developed country, on the
grounds that developing countries should be given a
measure of special treatment, but not the reverse, and not
if both countries are in the same position. In any case, this
should not be made a question of principle, and the ma-
terial value involved does not warrant the Commission's
losing time to discuss it. Therefore, if the Commission
considers it advisable, the last sentence could be deleted.

(c) Text proposed to replace article VII

57. The following article is proposed to replace
article VII:

Article 19. Rights of the State
presumed to be affected

Even when no notification has been given of an ac-
tivity conducted under the jurisdiction or control of a
State, any other State which has reason to believe that
the activity is causing it or has created a significant
risk of causing it substantial harm may request con-
sultations under the preceding article. The request
shall be accompanied by a technical explanation set-
ting forth the reasons for such belief. If the activity is
found to be one of those referred to in article 1, the
State of origin shall pay compensation for the cost of
the study.

6. ARTICLE ENTITLED "SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES"

(a) Text

58. The following text, which is identical to article VIII,
was taken by the Special Rapporteur as a basis for the
formulation of this article:

"Settlement of disputes . . .

"If the consultations held under articles . . . and . . . above do not
lead to an agreement, the parties shall submit their differences for
consideration under the procedures for the settlement of disputes set
out in Annex . .."

(b) Comments

59. Many members found this draft article to be useful
and, indeed, necessary, but some changes were suggested,
such as specifying the articles to be invoked in any settle-
ment procedure; making the article more explicit—not-
withstanding the fact that it refers to other more explicit
articles in the annex; or requiring a speedy settlement pro-
cedure. One member was definitely opposed on the
grounds that in cases where consultations resulted in a
disagreement, he did not see the need for a procedure to
resolve it. In his view, there were also likely to be abuses
by the affected States and this part of the draft should be
left entirely to the area of international cooperation. Last-
ly, there were some proponents of an optional settlement
procedure.

60. However, it is still felt that a speedy procedure for
resolving any impasse occurring at the time of the consul-
tations would be very useful, although it might be better
to try to draft an article on the matter at the end of the de-
velopment of the topic, in order to take into account not

only disputes arising on the occasion of the consultations,
which seem to merit separate consideration, but also any
disputes that may arise as to the interpretation and appli-
cation of the draft articles. In the case of a settlement pro-
cedure for problems arising in relation to these first
articles, a means should be devised that is specifically
adapted to difficulties that might come up during consul-
tations, such as the major differences of interpretation that
could arise regarding the nature of the activity in question.
One of the parties, for instance, could maintain that it was
not an activity involving risk but simply an activity with
harmful effects, in which case the possibility of its being
unlawful would be in doubt. The settlement of this differ-
ence of opinion would be crucially important for the final
fate of the activity. The activity could be seen as not in-
volving a real risk of significant transboundary impact, or
the parties could differ over the assessment of the actual
effects of any of the substances involved in the activity,
and so on. In all these hypotheses, the opinions of experts
would seem to be decisive, and a good solution might
therefore be to establish an inquiry commission procedure
like the one set out in appendix IV to the Convention on
Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary
Context and in annex II to the Convention on the Trans-
boundary Effects of Industrial Accidents. In both instru-
ments, that procedure serves to provide advice to the
parties, but it is at the same time automatic. Article 3,
paragraph 7, of the first of those Conventions establishes
that

If [the] Parties cannot agree whether there is likely to be a significant
adverse transboundary impact, any such Party may submit that question
to an inquiry commission* in accordance with the provisions of
Appendix IV to advise on the likelihood of significant adverse trans-
boundary impact, unless they agree on another method of settling this
question.

Appendix IV to the Convention establishes a procedure
that is to continue until completion, in which both parties
are entitled to appoint an expert to represent them, but
which may begin and continue even if one of the parties
does not cooperate in any way.

61. Articles 4 and 5 of the Convention on the Trans-
boundary Effects of Industrial Accidents follow a similar
pattern in establishing, in a manner similar to that set out
in the present draft articles, that the parties should first
take measures to identify industrial activities within their
jurisdiction that are considered hazardous under the Con-
vention and to that end should consult with the States pre-
sumed to be affected. The identification of an industrial
activity as one covered by the Convention will depend on
whether or not it involves the presence of certain hazard-
ous substances listed in annex I, in the specific concentra-
tions and proportions, and according to the criteria
indicated. If the parties do not agree on whether a given
activity is to be identified as one covered by the Conven-
tion and if they have not agreed on another method of re-
solving the matter, any party is entitled to submit it to an
inquiry commission for advice. This procedure is exactly
the same as the one described in paragraph 60 above.

62. This type of procedure clearly has virtues that rec-
ommend it for adoption in other draft texts, even those
which are supposedly universal in scope. For one thing, it
is a touchstone of the good faith of States when they differ
on the nature of an activity. Even though it is merely tech-
nical, the opinion of an inquiry commission of the type
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provided for in the Conventions in question has the
advantage of emanating from an impartial body and
would serve as an element of scientific or technical
authority concerning the question submitted to that body.
A solution of this kind seems particularly well suited to
matters like those which fall within the scope of the
present draft articles.

(c) Elements of a proposed future text
to replace article VIII

63. It would be most helpful if, during the debate, mem-
bers of the Commission would make clear their opinions
on the various possibilities, even though no actual text is
being proposed to establish the procedure. This would fa-
cilitate the submission of a proposed text at the appropri-
ate time.

7. ARTICLE ENTITLED "FACTORS INVOLVED IN A
BALANCE OF INTERESTS"

(a) Text

64. The following text, which is identical to article IX,
was taken by the Special Rapporteur as a basis for the for-
mulation of this article:

"Factors involved in a balance of interests

"In the case of the consultations referred to above
and in order to achieve an equitable balance of interests
among the States concerned in relation to the activity
in question, these States may take into account the fol-
lowing factors:

"(a) Degree of probability of transboundary harm
and its possible gravity and extent, and the likely inci-
dence of cumulative effects of the activity in the affect-
ed States;

"(b) The existence of means of preventing such
harm, taking into account the highest technical stand-
ards for engaging in the activity;

"(c) Possibility of carrying out the activity in other
places or with other means, or availability of other
alternative activities;

"(d) Importance of the activity for the State of ori-
gin, taking into account economic, social, safety,
health and other similar factors;

"(e) Economic viability of the activity in relation to
possible means of prevention;

"(/) Physical and technological possibilities of the
State of origin in relation to its capacity to take preven-
tive measures, to restore pre-existing environmental
conditions, to compensate for the harm caused or to
undertake alternative activities;

"(g) Standards of protection which the affected
State applies to the same or comparable activities, and
standards applied in regional or international practice;

"(/z) Benefits which the State of origin or the affect-
ed State derive from the activity;

"(0 Extent to which the harmful effects stem from
a natural resource or affect the use of a shared resource;

"(/) Willingness of the affected State to contribute
to the costs of prevention or reparation of the harm;

"(&) Extent to which the interests of the State of
origin and the affected States are compatible with the
general interests of the community as a whole;

"(/) Extent to which assistance from international
organizations is available to the State of origin;

"(m) Applicability of relevant principles and norms
of international law."

(b) Comments

65. This provision did not give rise to major opposition
with respect to its content, but there was disagreement as
to the form it should take. It is noted that most of the
positive reactions seem to come from members whose le-
gal training is based on common law, while some mem-
bers trained in civil law feel that it should be placed in a
non-obligatory annex or in the commentary, or should
plainly and simply be deleted. In the sixth report it was
stated that:

The Special Rapporteur must confess to a certain lack of enthusiasm for
including such concepts in a body of norms, because they are only rec-
ommendations or guidelines for conduct and not genuine legal norms,
and because the factors involved in this kind of negotiation are too
varied to be forced into a narrow conceptual framework.52

In retrospect, that confession now appears to reveal the
writer's own background in civil law. Nevertheless, he
went on to say that the provision in question could be
included in the draft:

However, it is not unusual to do so, and their inclusion in the present
articles, apart from lending some substance to the concept of "balance
of interests", which is, so to speak, behind a number of the proposed
texts, and providing guidance to the States concerned, would be of
some legal value for assessing the extent to which those States have act-
ed in good faith in the negotiations. It may be useful in this connection
to establish whether the State of origin could have conducted an equi-
valent activity in a less dangerous, if slightly more expensive, way or
the extent to which the affected State protects its own nationals from the
impact of that or a similar activity. The introductory paragraph of the
article is permissive: the parties may take into account the factors indi-
cated, since doing so would be a matter of free will which can yield only
to compulsory norms of international law. Furthermore, so great is the
variety of circumstances in each particular case that the States con-
cerned could not be required to take into account the factors included in
the article, for some other factor that is not listed may be more relevant
in that particular instance. Concerning the list itself, the various
subparagraphs are self-explanatory and there is no need for further
comment.53

66. The statement that "it is not unusual to do so" (i.e.
to include similar norms in treaty instruments) was
developed by reference to article 7 of the draft articles on
the law of the non-navigational uses of international wa-
tercourses, in which the factors constituting "equitable
and reasonable" utilization of the waters in an internation-
al watercourse are listed.54 In the commentary to that
article, it is stated, not by the Special Rapporteur,
Mr. McCaffrey, but by the Commission, that:

The purpose of article 7 is to provide for the manner in which States
are to implement the rule of equitable and reasonable utilization con-
tained in article 6. The latter rule is necessarily general and flexible, and
requires for its proper application that States take into account concrete

52 Yearbook. . . 1990, vol. II (Part One) (see footnote 4 above) ,
para. 39.

53 Ibid.
54 Adopted on first reading as article 6. For the text, see

Yearbook. . . 1991, vol. II (Part Two), p. 67.
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factors pertaining to the international watercourse in question, as well
as to the needs and uses of the watercourse States concerned. What is
an equitable and reasonable utilization in an individual case will there-
fore depend upon a weighing of all relevant factors and circumstances.
This process of assessment is to be performed, in the first instance at
least, by each watercourse State, in order to assure compliance with the
rule of equitable and reasonable utilization laid down in article 6.55

67. Incidentally, there are great similarities between ar-
ticle 7 just mentioned and the present draft article: both at-
tempt to give structure to a concept of equity which,
without this intermediary, would be so general as to be al-
most amorphous, and could not be applied to a specific
draft. Similarly, in the present draft articles, this balance
of interests can only be evaluated in each individual case,
taking into account the concrete factors pertaining to the
activity in question, as well as the needs of and use made
of the activity by the States concerned. It is also necessary
for each State of origin to conduct a preliminary assess-
ment of the interests at stake, in order to take them into ac-
count when planning its own future action.

68. The "balance of interests" meets a basic criterion of
equity and means, in broad terms, that the State of origin
which has introduced a certain risk by undertaking or
authorizing a dangerous activity must make some contri-
bution to restoring the balance. Otherwise, it would be
gaining an unfair advantage, especially if harm is actually
caused (enrichment without cause, externalization of
costs, expropriation, or any other desired designation). In
the sixth report, an approximation of the concept was at-
tempted by citing two passages from international arbitral
decisions, one by the arbitral tribunal in the Lake Lanoux
case and the other by PCIJ in the River Oder case.56 The
first states that:

The Tribunal is of the opinion that, according to the rules of good faith,
the upstream State is under the obligation to take into consideration the
various interests involved, to seek to give them every satisfaction com-
patible with the pursuit of its own interests, and to show that in this re-
gard it is genuinely concerned to reconcile the interests of the other
riparian State with its own.

and the second that:

This community of interest in a navigable river becomes the basis of a
common legal right, the essential features of which are the perfect
equality of all riparian States in the use of the whole course of the river
and the exclusion of any preferential privilege of any one riparian State
in relation to the others.

69. The Special Rapporteur noted there that the balance
of interests "is behind a number of the proposed texts".
Upon rereading this phrase, it now appears too mild to de-
scribe the role of this concept in the draft. Actually, it is
the very foundation of the draft, which gives it meaning
and can even serve as an important guiding principle for
reparation. For example, it provides justification for the
possibility of dispensing, in some cases of liability for
risk, with full compensation in integrum restitutio, which
is the rule of reparation in responsibility for wrongful
acts. This function of restitutio could be fulfilled in some
cases by making the contribution necessary to restore the
balance of interests. But above all, this concept serves to
justify the lawfulness of an activity which, by creating a
risk of transboundary harm, would also create the risk of
unlawfulness if the possibility of re-establishing equality

between the parties were not available. The very words of
the Group of Experts of the Brundtland Commission ("if
the overall technical and socio-economic cost or loss of
benefits involved in preventing or reducing such risk far
exceeds in the long run the advantage which such preven-
tion or reduction would entail") (see paragraph 48 above),
which, in their opinion, give a lawful character to an ac-
tivity involving risk, appear to be the expression, albeit
partial, of a balance of interests between the parties in re-
spect of a specific activity. Whether or not there is agree-
ment with the exact formulation of this concept by the
experts of the Brundtland Commission, their reasoning
certainly appears to reflect international practice in very
general terms: an activity involving risk is normally per-
mitted when its usefulness to the State of origin is superi-
or to the harm caused, and even more so if it is also useful
to society. But the State of origin must re-establish the
balance by reducing the risk created to a minimum, by
paying the costs of prevention or seeing that they are paid
by those responsible, and by compensating, or seeing that
compensation is provided by those responsible, for any
harm caused.

70. Therefore, if the above reasoning is valid, it is ap-
propriate to give some guidelines to States as to some of
the factors that are usually involved in the process of bal-
ancing the interests of the parties, on the understanding
that they are but a few among the many that could be rel-
evant and that they merely provide guidelines for States in
their relations in this field.

(c) Proposal relating to article IX

71. There is no definite preference as to the best place-
ment for this article, but preferably it should not be delet-
ed. It could remain in the main text as article 20, given the
precedent set by the Commission in the case of article 7
of the draft articles on the non-navigational uses of inter-
national watercourses.

8. THE PRINCIPLE OF NON-TRANSFERENCE OF
RISK OR HARM

(a) General comments

72. Some instruments, including the Code of Conduct on
Accidental Pollution of Transboundary Inland Waters,57

contain a provision that could be called the principle of
non-transference of risk or harm; this provision refers
mainly to prevention, but can also be applied to all meas-
ures taken in response to transboundary impact, such as the
cleaning and rehabilitation of the environment. A rule of
this type could be included among the principles, perhaps
as part of draft article 8,58 or else in this chapter, simply
as a guideline for preventive action. The Commission's
views on where it should be placed are solicited. Section II,
article 2, of the Code of Conduct states as follows:

In taking measures to control and regulate hazardous activities and
substances, to prevent and control accidental pollution, to mitigate
damage arising from accidental pollution, countries should do every-
thing so as not to transfer, directly or indirectly, damage or risks

55 Yearbook. . . 1987, vol. II (Part Two), p. 36, para. (1) of the
commentary to article 7.

56 Yearbook. . . 1990, vol. II (Part One) (see footnote 4 above),
para. 39 and footnote 60.

57 See footnote 24 above.
58 For text, see Yearbook. . . 1990, vol. II (Part Two), p. 95, foot-

note 343.
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between different environmental media or transform one type of pollu-
tion into another.59

73. Article 195 of the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea states:

In taking measures to prevent, reduce and control pollution of the
marine environment, States shall act so as not to transfer, directly or in-
directly, damage or hazards from one area to another or transform one
type of pollution into another.

There is one difference: this article uses the expression
"from one area to another", whereas in the Code of Con-
duct cited above, the expression "between different envi-
ronmental media" is used. Article 195 of the Convention
was taken from principle (13) of the General Principles
for Assessment and Control of Marine Pollution endorsed
by the United Nations Conference on the Human Envi-
ronment:

Action to prevent and control marine pollution (particularly direct
prohibitions and specific release limits) must guard against the effect of
simply transferring damage or hazard from one part of the environment
to another.60

Another useful instrument is the recent Rio Declaration
on Environment and Development, principle 14 of which
appears to give rather more limited scope to this concept:

States should effectively cooperate to discourage or prevent the relo-
cation and transfer to other States of any activities and substances that
cause severe environmental degradation or are found to be harmful to
human health.61

This text would be covered by the other, more general,
one which is being proposed, but perhaps a reference in
the commentary would help to make it clearer what the
various implications of this principle are.

59 See footnote 24 above.
60 Report of the United Nations Conference on the Human

Environment. . . (see footnote 39 above), annex III.
61 See footnote 23 above.

(b) Text proposed concerning
the non-transference of risk or harm

74. The Special Rapporteur proposed for the Commis-
sion's consideration an article 20 bis, which is left in
square brackets pending the decision on its final place-
ment, and which reads as follows:

[Article 20 bis. Non-transference of risk or harm

In taking measures to prevent, control or reduce the
transboundary effects of dangerous activities, States
shall ensure that risks or harm are not transferred be-
tween areas or environmental media, and that one risk
is not substituted for another.]

9. THE "POLLUTER PAYS" PRINCIPLE

75. The Code of Conduct on Accidental Pollution of
Transboundary Inland Waters and the Convention on the
Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents both con-
tain the "polluter pays" principle. An examination of this
principle suggests that it should be considered by the
Commission for inclusion in the draft articles, since it
plays a very substantial role in both prevention and civil
liability. Bearing in mind, however, that the most recent
formulations of this principle do not limit it to preventive
action (i.e. by stating that the operator should be liable
only for the costs of prevention), but also link it to repa-
ration, it might perhaps best be placed in the chapter on
principles, rather than in this chapter on prevention.
Thus, the best time to propose it might be at the next
session, so that the Drafting Committee could examine it
in a timely fashion, together with the other principles it is
considering.

CHAPTER II

Conclusion

76. The chapters on prevention in conventions dealing with specific topics or activ-
ities, especially activities of the kind being considered in this report, generally contain
fairly detailed provisions concerning other aspects which have not been touched upon
here, such as emergency preparedness, contingency plans and early warning systems
for accidents. This report endeavours to interpret the Commission's view that articles
such as those it is preparing, which are intended to serve only as a framework and to
be universally applicable, should be broadly formulated and kept at a fairly general
level. It is felt therefore that the drafting of the chapter on prevention could be con-
cluded with the articles proposed in this report.


